In this note, we briefly describe some maximal theorem results to be proved in detail in an appendix ( §4) to the paper [PT]. In [PT], maximal averages taken over sets of unbounded measure for functions of several variables over a local field are used to study singular integrals. The results on maximal functions can, however, be obtained for a large class of topological groups, and it is these results which we will describe. The results generalize theorems on maximal functions appearing in [EH], where the sets over which averages are taken have bounded measures. Let Z denote the integers. Our hypothesis is that G is a locally compact group (written multiplicatively) with left Haar measure X and that { U n : n£Z} is a neighborhood base at the identity e consisting of relatively compact Borel sets satisfying (i) Un+i C U n for all n G Z and lim \(U n ) = oo ;
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It is surprising that the dependence on a appearing in (3) can be removed to give the following second weak type estimate. (4) x ( £^/ ])^7r^r f*> aii*e]o,i[.
With (3) and (4) in hand, classical methods (see [P] ) are used to prove the following integral estimates. 
